CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
proCONTRACTS
KEEP AN OVERVIEW, SIMPLIFY PROCESSES.

Intelligent contract management (CLM) with proCONTRACTS and Dynamics 365.

360°-VIEW OF CONTRACTS

CONFIGURATOR

Minimise risks, prevent losses, gain security - in a world
where contracts are becoming increasingly complex
and the design options are becoming more and more
differentiated, central contract lifecycle management
(CLM) is the crucial building block for cost-effective
and legally compliant contract management.

CONTROLLING

proCONTRACTS
LEGALLY CERTAIN CONTRACTS

Template-based creation with bespoke contract texts
and periods of validity. Copy-and-paste mistakes
become a thing of the past.

proCONTRACTS offers you a perfect basis for this:
From template-based creation to continuous monitoring of dates and deadlines up to the intelligent dashboard for analyses and reporting. This way, you always
keep an eye on your contracts with customers, partners, suppliers including all important details throughout the entire period. You will also minimise risk, prevent losses and continuously optimise the contract
creation.

ALWAYS HAVE AN EYE ON DATES AND DEADLINES

Intelligent analysis and reporting tools, automatic
deadline calculation, monitoring of dates and deadlines.

FULL INTEGRATION IN DYNAMICS 365

Seamlessly link the contract information of all
customers, partners and suppliers with other
modules directly in Dynamics 365.

✔

✔

✔

COMPREHENSIVE

LEGALLY CERTAIN

INNOVATIVE
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INTELLIGENT CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
INNOVATIVE
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

360° CONTRACT
OVERVIEW

POWER BI
INTEGRATION

TEMPLATE-BASED
CONTRACT CREATION
DATE AND
DEADLINE MONITORING

ESIGNATUREREADY

APPROVAL
MANAGEMENT

SIMULTANEOUS ACCESS
FOR DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS

AUDIT
FUNCTION

DASHBOARDS
AND REPORTING

✔
ONLINE

✔
ON-PREMISE

✔
PARTNER-HOSTED

With proCONTRACTS and Microsoft Dynamics 365, contract management becomes intelligent!
proCONTRACTS is optimised for the Dynamics 365 platform. In short: A user-friendly look & feel, contract
data directly in Dynamics, data can be seamlessly linked to lead management, customer support, sales
control or project management. Find out about the possibilities right now: info@crmfirst.de or +49 (0)69
400 502 100.

CRMFIRST is the digitisation partner specialising in Microsoft Dynamics 365 for medium-sized and large customers in the GER-AT-CH region, church organisations and
non-profit institutions. CRMFIRST supports the optimisation of customer support and
the intensification of customer relationships. Together with its parent company libracon GmbH, CRMFIRST has been successfully on the market and active for its customers since 2001.
More innovative industry solutions? Discover now on www.crmfirst.de.
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